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What  is "The Court of Love?"

The Court of Love is an online salon & community

dedicated to the exploration of Romantic esoteric

traditions. Rooted in transcendent and esoteric

philosophies across the cultures, histories and

traditions, it seeks to research, explore, and start a

conversation on the topic of Love in all its forms &

expressions. as the water of longing, fantasy & desire

to merge with Greater Being, as the fire of

knowledge, ideals, virtue and generosity, as the air of

inspiration, imagination & subtlety, as the earth of

waiting, melancholy & heavy, calling for Heaven's

touch. 

The vast sources and texts - from Sufi poets, to

Troubadours, Knights & Courtly Love, to bhakti poets

of India, to Butterfly Lovers of China and  many more

allow us to dive in, research, explore, and find

common ground in Love, which is perhaps the most

universal object of contemplation and devotion.

The name is taken from Eleanor of Aquitaine's "Court

of Love" in which she supported ideas of troubadours,

chivalry, and courtly love. My Court of Love seeks

similar - to bring together those interested and

eventually inspire and move proliferation of Love and

Romance in the world

All of those who join it will have access to telegram

channel, library and any other forms of discussions

or gatherings that emerge in the future. 

if you wish to join, reach out to me as random,

anonymous admissions will not be accept and any such

removed.



Orphic Inscendence is an online project dedicated to contemplation on

esoteric philosophies around the world, beauty, arts, sensuality,

psychology & humanities.  The Court of Love is its specified branch. 

EMAIL: ORPHICINSCENDENCE@gMAIL.COM


